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DISCLAIMER
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements contained in this presentation constitute “forward-looking information” or “forward-looking
statements” (collectively, “forward-looking statements”) within the meaning of applicable Canadian and United
States securities laws relating to, without limitation, expectations, intentions, plans and beliefs, including information
as to the future events, results of operations and Source Energy Services Ltd.’s (“Source”) future performance (both
operational and financial) and business prospects. In certain cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by
the use of words such as “expects”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “plans”, “seeks”,
“projects” or variations of such words and phrases, or state that certain actions, events or results “may” or “will” be
taken, occur or be achieved. To the extent any forward-looking information in this presentation constitutes “futureoriented financial information” or “financial outlook” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, such
information is being provided to demonstrate the potential benefits of the offering described herein and the reader is
cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue
reliance on such future-oriented financial information and financial outlook. Future-oriented financial information and
financial outlook, as with forward-looking information generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions
and subject to the risks set out below. Such information is presented for illustrative purposes only and may not be
an indication of the Company’s actual financial position or results of operations. Such forward-looking statements
reflect Source’s beliefs, estimates and opinions regarding its future growth, results of operations, future performance
(both operational and financial), and business prospects and opportunities at the time such statements are made,
and Source undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if these beliefs, estimates and opinions
or circumstances should change. Forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon a number of estimates
and assumptions made by Source that are inherently subject to significant business, economic, competitive, political
and social uncertainties and contingencies. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance.
In particular, this presentation contains forward-looking statements pertaining, but not limited, to, Source’s growth
initiatives; expectations regarding the price of proppants and sensitivity to changes in such prices; growth in
proppant demand; increased drilling activity in the WCSB; trends in the oil and gas industry; ongoing pricing
improvement in the WCSB; targets for percentage of volumes contracted in 2018; expectations regarding Sahara
contract terms; opportunities to deploy additional Sahara units; Source’s projected sales, revenues, Adjusted
EBITDA and margin, capital expenditures and free cash flow; Source’s breakdown of capital spending for 2018; and
credit metrics and liquidity ratios for Source pro forma after the proposed financing.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous current assumptions, known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Source to differ
materially from those anticipated by Source and described in the forward-looking statements.
With respect to the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation, assumptions have been made
regarding, among other things: the ability of Source to execute on its growth initiatives; difficulty in recognizing the
benefits of Source’s recent acquisitions; proppant market prices; future oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids
prices; future global economic and financial conditions; demand for oil and gas and the product mix of such
demand; levels of activity in the oil and gas industry in the areas in which Source operates; the continued availability
of timely and safe transportation for Source’s products, including without limitation, rail accessibility; the
maintenance of Source’s key customers and the financial strength of its key customers; the maintenance of
Source’s significant contracts or their replacement with new contracts on substantially similar terms and that
contractual counterparties will comply with current contractual terms; operating costs; that the regulatory
environment in which Source operates will be maintained in the manner currently anticipated by Source; future
exchange and interest rates; geological and engineering estimates in respect of Source’s resources; the
recoverability of Source’s resources; the accuracy and veracity of information and projections sourced from third
parties respecting, among other things, future industry conditions and product demand; demand for horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing and the maintenance of current techniques and procedures, particularly with respect
to the use of proppants; Source’s ability to obtain qualified staff and equipment in a timely and cost-efficient manner;
the regulatory framework governing royalties, taxes and environmental matters in the jurisdictions in which Source
conducts its business and any other jurisdictions in which Source may conduct its business in the future; future
capital expenditures to be made by Source; future sources of funding for Source’s capital program; Source’s future
debt levels; the impact of competition on Source; and Source’s ability to obtain financing, including but not limited to
the offering contemplated in this presentation, on acceptable terms, or at all; and, where applicable, each of those
assumptions set forth in the footnotes provided herein in respect of particular forward-looking statements.

A number of factors, risks and uncertainties could cause results to differ materially from those anticipated and
described herein including, among others: the failure or delay to receive regulatory approvals, consents and
notifications; the effects of competition and pricing pressures; risks inherent in key customer dependence; effects of
fluctuations in the price of proppants; risks related to indebtedness and liquidity, including Source’s leverage,
restrictive covenants in Source’s debt instruments and Source’s capital requirements; risks related to interest rate
fluctuations and foreign exchange rate fluctuations; changes in general economic, financial, market and business
conditions in the markets in which Source operates; changes in the technologies used to drill for and produce oil
and natural gas; Source’s ability to obtain, maintain and renew required permits, licenses and approvals from
regulatory authorities; the stringent requirements of and potential changes to applicable legislation, regulations and
standards; the ability of Source to comply with unexpected costs of government regulations; liabilities resulting from
Source’s operations; the results of litigation or regulatory proceedings that may be brought against Source; the
ability of Source to successfully bid on new contracts and the loss of significant contracts; uninsured and
underinsured losses; risks related to the transportation of Source’s products, including potential rail line interruptions
or a reduction in rail car availability; the geographic and customer concentration of Source; the ability of Source to
retain and attract qualified management and staff in the markets in which Source operates; labour disputes and
work stoppages and risks related to employee health and safety; general risks associated with the oil and natural
gas industry, loss of markets, consumer and business spending and borrowing trends; limited, unfavourable, or a
lack of access to capital markets; uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of mineral resources; sand
processing problems; and the use and suitability of Source’s accounting estimates and judgments.
Statements relating to Mineral Resources are deemed to be forward-looking statements, as they involve the implied
assessment, based on certain estimates and assumptions, that the Mineral Resources described exist in the
quantities predicted or estimated and that the Mineral Resources described might be able to be profitably produced
in the future.
Although Source has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to
differ materially from those described in its forward-looking statements, there may be other factors, including those
described under the heading “Risk Factors” in Source’s Annual Information Form dated March 14, 2018 (the “AIF”)
and those described in Source’s management discussion and analysis of the historical financial position and results
of Source for the year ended December 31, 2017 (the “MD&A”), each of which are filed under Source’s profile on
www.sedar.com, that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be
no assurance that forward-looking statements will materialize or prove to be accurate, as actual results and future
events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The forward-looking statements contained
in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. Readers should not place undue reliance
on forward-looking statements. These statements speak only as of the date of this presentation. Except as may be
required by law, Source expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to revise or update any forward-looking
statements or information whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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DISCLAIMER (CONTINUED)
Scientific and Technical Information
Certain scientific or technical information regarding Source’s Northern White frac sand mine and related closed-loop wet processing plant located in east-central Barron County near the town of Sumner, Wisconsin (the “Sumner
Facility”), Source’s Northern White frac sand mine and related closed-loop wet processing plant, which includes three washing circuits, dry processing plant and unit train capable loadout facility, located near Blair, Wisconsin (the
“Blair Facility”) and the Sellers’ Northern White frac sand mine and related closed-loop wet processing plant, dry processing plant and loadout facility located in or around Blair, Wisconsin and all related or associated assets and real
property (the “Preston Facility”) in this presentation is summarized or extracted from the following technical reports prepared by APEX Geoscience Ltd., respectively:
•

Sumner Facility: “Technical Report, Indicated and Inferred Resource Estimates for Source Energy Services Sumner Silica Sand Mine and Property in Wisconsin, United States” dated December 31, 2017 (the “Sumner APEX
Report”) prepared by D. Roy Eccles, M. Sc P. Geol, Steven Nicholls, BA.Sc, MAIG, Rachelle Hough, B. Sc. P. Geol. and Robert J. Farmer, BSC., P.Eng.;

•

Blair Facility: “Technical Report, Inferred Resource Estimate for Source Energy Service Ltd.’s Blair Silica Mine and Property in Wisconsin, United States, dated December 31, 2017 (the “Blair APEX Report”) prepared by D. Roy
Eccles, M. Sc P. Geol, Steven Nicholls, BA.Sc, MAIG, Rachelle Hough, B. Sc. P. Geol. and Robert J. Farmer, BSC., P.Eng.; and

•

Preston Facility: “Technical Report, Indicated and Inferred Resource Estimates For Source Energy Services Ltd.’s Preston Silica Sand Mine and Property, Wisconsin” dated December 31, 2017 (the “Preston APEX Report”),
prepared by D. Roy Eccles, M.Sc., P. Geol., Steven Nicholls, BA.Sc, MAIG and Robert J. Farmer, BSC., P.Eng.

The authors of these technical reports are independent of the Company and are “Qualified Persons” in accordance with National Instrument 43-101- Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”).
Source has not based its production decisions and ongoing mine production on Mineral Reserve estimates, preliminary economic assessments, pre-feasibility studies or feasibility studies. As a result, there may be an
increased uncertainty of achieving any particular level of recovery of minerals or the cost of such recovery. Historically projects without any Mineral Reserves have increased uncertainty and risk of failure. Mineral
resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. There is no guarantee that all or any part of the mineral resources described in this presentation will be converted into a mineral reserve.
Readers are cautioned not to rely solely on the summary of such information contained in this presentation, but should read the Sumner APEX Report, the Blair APEX Report and the Preston APEX Report which are available for
review on Source’s profile on SEDAR located at (www.sedar.com) and any future amendments to such reports. Readers are also directed to the cautionary notices and disclaimers contained herein and therein and in the short form
prospectus filed with securities regulators in each of the provinces and territories in Canada in connection with the proposed offering.
The scientific and technical information in this presentation has been updated with current information, where applicable. Unless otherwise indicated, all mineral resource estimates contained in such scientific and technical information
have been prepared in accordance with NI 43-101 and the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Classification System (“CIM”) “Estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves Best Practice Guidelines” dated
November 23, 2003 and CIM amended and adopted “Definition Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves” dated May 20, 2014. Without limiting the foregoing, such scientific and technical information uses terms that
comply with reporting standards in Canada and certain estimates are made in accordance with NI 43-101. NI 43-101 is a rule developed by the Canadian Securities Administrators that establishes standards for all public disclosure an
issuer makes of scientific and technical information concerning mineral projects.
IFRS and Non-IFRS Measures
This presentation refers to certain financial measures that are not determined in accordance with IFRS such as “Adjusted EBITDA” and “Adjusted Gross Margin” and “Normalized Adjusted Gross Margin”. See this presentation and the
MD&A for a description of these Non-IFRS measures and a reconciliation to the most relevant IFRS measure for the noted periods. These financial measures do not have standardized meanings prescribed by IFRS and Source’s
method of calculating these measures may differ from the method used by other entities and, accordingly, they may not be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. These financial measures should not be
considered as an alternative to, or more meaningful than, net income (loss), gross margin and other measures of financial performance as determined in accordance with IFRS. However, Source believes that these non-IFRS measures
are useful to both management and investors in providing relative performance and measuring changes in respect of Source as well as measuring Source’s financial performance in the context of earnings generated to fund capital
investments and meet financial obligations. More specifically, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted Gross Margin and Normalized Adjusted Gross Margin are considered key measures as they reflect the ability of Source to generate
earnings necessary to meet its capital investments and financial obligations.
Investors are cautioned not to consider these non-IFRS measures in isolation or place undue reliance on ratios or percentages calculated using these non-IFRS measures. These non-IFRS measures should be read in conjunction with
Source’s audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, together with the notes thereto and the MD&A, each of which can be found under Source’s profile at www.sedar.com.
United States Securities Law Considerations
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation in such jurisdiction. The notes described
herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or any state securities laws, and may not be offered or sold within the United States, or to or for the account or
benefit of U.S. persons, unless an exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act is available. Accordingly, any offer or sale of such notes will only be made (i) within the United States, or to or for the account or
benefit of U.S. persons, only to qualified institutional buyers (“QIBs”) pursuant to Rule 144A under the Securities Act and (ii) outside the United States in offshore transactions in accordance with Regulation S under the Securities Act.
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SOURCE OVERVIEW

SOURCE’S HIGHLIGHTS
1

▪

Fully-Integrated Low
Cost Supply Chain

Fully integrated proppant provider from mine to wellsite, capturing margin across the entire supply chain and ensuring
reliability of the delivery to the WCSB
▪ Lowest delivered-cost of Northern White frac sand in the WCSB best demonstrated by ~35%(1) market share in the
WCSB (2017)
▪ Largest proppant terminal network in the WCSB; significant terminal capacity in Montney, Duvernay & Deep Basin
▪ Existing (first-mover) infrastructure

2
▪

Contracted, Recurring
Revenue

▪
▪
▪

3

▪

Attractive Proppant
Market Fundamentals

▪
▪
▪

Contracted revenue base generates stable, recurring cash flows from high quality, industry leading upstream customers
Contracted volumes continue to grow (from 67% in 2017) with the addition of a new multinational E&P customer
Several of WCSB’s largest and most active E&Ps and pressure pumpers rely on Source as their direct source of frac sand
Continually increasing contract quality with major customers moving to longer-term vs. spot contracts

Western Canadian drilling activity expected to increase significantly where Source’s customers are active
Growing proppant intensity is contributing to increased well performance and driving demand for more sand
Ongoing pricing improvement for frac sand in the WCSB due to tightening supply/demand fundamentals
Major E&P customers moving into full-scale development / “manufacturing mode” require long-term and stable access to
sand supply

4
Proven & Innovative
Management Team

▪

▪
▪

>75 years of collective relevant experience at diversified energy companies
Stakeholder-aligned management team with significant vested interest in Source (~6% of shares held)
Long-standing customer relationships with industry leading operational expertise

1 – Slide Notes
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EVOLUTION OF UPSTREAM DRILLING
DRIVING THE DEMAND FOR INCREASING PROPPANT PER WELL
WCSB – Average Length per Well and % Horizontal Wells Drilled(1)
2018
Individual vertical
wells

Multiple well pads
long horizontals

Small or no frac

Larger fracs

2.5
72%

2.0
53%

1.5

80%

2016

2017

63%

45%
34%

1.0
0.5

58%

76%

24%
9%

10%

12%

14%

7%
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

-2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
--

Percent Horizontal (%)

Average Length per Well
(000m)

2004

Larger wells and larger fracs = increased sand, increased rail cars and increased logistics

“Old World”
“New World”

> SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH IN FRAC SAND USE (FRAC SAND PER LOCATION) DUE TO UPSTREAM EVOLUTION

1 – Slide Notes
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SHIFTING TO MANUFACTURING MODE
INCREASING RELIANCE ON PROPPANT SUPPLY CHAIN

Exploration

Operators Moving to Manufacturing Mode

Completions

Integrated
Manufacturing
Process

•
•
•
•

Focus on exploration
Cyclical activity levels
Proof of resource base
Eye on initial production

Drilling

Processing

End-Users

Impact on Source
•
•
•
•

Deal with middle men
Unpredictable activity
Spot (variable) pricing
Lack of long term contracts

•
•
•
•

Focus on efficiency
Repeatable business
Control of input cost
Eye on end markets

Impact on Source
•
•
•
•

Direct sales to operator
Predictable, steady manufacturing activity
Long term, fixed price contracts
Larger, credit worthy customers

> KEY TO “MANUFACTURING” IS EFFICIENT, RELIABLE SUPPLY
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A LEADING CANADIAN INTEGRATED
PROPPANT SUPPLIER
Terminalling & Direct
to Wellsite Solutions

Rail Transport &
Transloading

Challenges for Canadian Proppant Delivery
• Over 1,700 miles from mine to wellsite
• Limited rail line access
• Seasonal weather challenges
• Remote locations
Terminals and storage footprint
in the heart of Canadian
upstream activity

▪ 9 Terminals (2 unit train capable)
▪ 210,000 MT of storage

▪ Unit train (~100 cars) capability

Frac Sand
Mining & Processing

Last Mile &
Wellsite Storage

▪ 4 Sahara units
▪ Growing to 8 including potential

▪ 3 mines with 4.8 mmtpa of

production capacity

U.S. expansion
Source Terminals
Source Mines(1)
CN Rail Network

Duvernay
Montney
Other Shale Plays

> SOURCE IS BUILT TO SOLVE CANADA’S PROPPANT CHALLENGES AND MEET CUSTOMER NEEDS
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SOURCE: WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE
Source’s Advantage

Industry Issues
Mining and Processing
▪ Environmentally poor mining practices

✓

Large scale sand mine with environmentally friendly development focus

▪ Inefficient, seasonal processing facilities

✓

Enclosed, low water use, year-round processing facilities

▪ Inefficient manifest rail shipping

✓

Focus on unit train capable terminals with large storage

▪ Disjointed supply chain

✓

Full mine to wellsite solution connects Source to clients

▪ Use of small, 3rd party frac sand terminals

✓

High capacity transloads, owned and operated by Source

▪ Capacity inadequate for large fracs

✓

210,000 MT of proppant storage, accommodates largest fracs

▪ Excessive truck loading times = truck demurrage

✓

Purpose built with rapid load capabilities

▪ Long distances to the wellsite

✓

Terminals located in the heart of key plays

✓

Efficient, high volume (3rd party) trucking network managed by Source

✓

Sahara: Proprietary, custom wellsite storage units reduce wait time, trucking
costs, noise, dust and product damage

Rail Shipping

Terminals

“Last Mile”
▪ Inefficient sand shipment and inadequate
storage at the wellsite
▪ Occupational health and safety issues

> SOURCE PROVIDES A FULLY INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTION SOLUTION FROM THE MINE TO WELLSITE FOR THE WCSB
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OUR HISTORY
▪

2018

2017

Acquires Preston Facility, WCSB terminals and rights to Peace River
deposit (WCSB in-basin)

5.5

▪

Completes approx. $94 mm acquisition-related equity financing

5.0

▪

Generates adjusted EBITDA(2) of $43.6 mm in year ended Dec 31,
2017, up from negative $7.5 mm for year ended Dec 31, 2016

4.5

▪

2015
2014

2013

Realizes normalized adjusted gross
Q4/17 vs. $24.91 in Q4/16

margin (2)(3)

4.8

per MT of $47.76 in
4.0

Acquires Blair Facility, adding 1.3 mmtpa of processing capacity and
unit train loading facility

3.5

▪

Repays $22.3 mm of the $130 mm aggregate principle amount of the
2021 Notes for cash

3.0

▪

Completes $175 mm initial public offering

▪

Completes $130 mm 2021 Notes offering

▪

Improved WCSB activity levels result in 64% increase in Source’s
Q4/16 sales volumes year-over-year

2.0

▪

Expands WCSB terminal network

1.5

▪

Adopts “Last Mile” model (logistics and Sahara)

▪

Increases production capacity to 2.0 mmtpa

▪

Begins distributing proprietary sand through terminal network

0.5

▪

Introduces Sahara, wellsite frac sand storage system

0.0

▪

2010

▪

TriWest Capital Partners commits $70 mm of capital and becomes a
majority shareholder
Begins development of Sumner Facility & Weyerhaeuser Facility

2007

▪

Develops first mine in Wisconsin

▪

Source begins as a terminal and logistics business
in Western Canada

1998

Million MT per Annum (mmtpa)

▪

▪

2016

Source Production Capacity

In 2017, Source provides 1.9 mm MT of sand to the WCSB, which
reflects ~35% market share(1) in the WCSB, underpinned by contracts

3.8
3.3

2.5
2.0

1.0

Sumner &
Weyerhaeuser

April 2017

Blair

Weyerhaeuser
Expansion

Preston Facility

March 2018

More than Doubling Capacity Since IPO to
Address Growing Demand
1, 2, 3 – Slide Notes
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EXECUTING ON THE STRATEGY

What We Said
&
What We Did

Acquire Rail Connected Sand
Resources and Processing Capacity

Expanded production capacity by
115% in 2017 through two
acquisitions

Grow Distribution Terminal Network
(In-Basin)

Commissioned Fox Creek unit train
terminal, commenced expansion of
Wembley Terminal, and acquired two
terminals in Northern BC

Increase Wellsite Services Market
Share

Doubled number of Sahara units in
2017

Commitment to Go Public

Completed $175 mm TSX IPO in
April 2017

Expansions (Chetwynd Unit Train, Preston Production)

Current
Growth
Initiatives

Increase Sahara Fleet (Canada & Potential U.S.)
WCSB Play Expansion (East Duvernay, North Montney)

Transloading Other Products (HCL)
Domestic Sand Development Opportunity (Peace River)
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CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
DRIVING SOURCE’S DEMAND

DRIVERS OF INCREASING PROPPANT DEMAND
Established Industry Trends Result in Increased Proppant Demand
Canadian Proppant Demand is Expected
to Grow
3.2 mm MT
6.4 mm MT
2015

Increasing
Proppant per Stage

Tighter
Stage Spacing

Longer Laterals

Increasing Horizontal
Well Count

2018E Consensus(3)

Increased proppant intensity driving improved economics

Stages per well have increased 64%
basin-wide from 2013 to 2017(1)

Industry moving to longer laterals to improve rate &
recovery via increased reservoir contact

Capex forecasted to increase by approximately 13%
from 2018 – 2019 for key Canadian resource plays(2)
1, 2, 3 – Slide Notes
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DILUENT DEMAND ENHANCES CANADIAN SHALE
ECONOMICS
Alberta Diluent Supply & Demand(1)

Western Canadian Crude Oil Production(2)
7.0

0.6

0.5

Light & Medium
Crude / Condensate
Oil Sands / Heavy Oil

6.0
Canada is net
short diluent
resulting in
premium pricing

0.4

Oil sands require
diluent (C5+) for
blending in order to
ship to market

5.0

mmbbl/d

Diluent Supply / Demand (mmbbl/d)

0.7

4.0

0.3

3.0

0.2

2.0

0.1

1.0

-

0
2017 AB Diluent Supply (C5+)

2017 AB Diluent Demand

2006

2009

2012

2015

2018E 2021E 2024E

1, 2 – Slide Notes

> CANADA IS NET SHORT DILUENT SUPPORTING ATTRACTIVE CONDENSATE PRICING AND WELL ECONOMICS
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KEY CANADIAN PLAYS ARE GROWING
Canadian Production by Key Play (mboe/d)(1)
Montney

Deep Basin (Hz)

Wells Drilled by Higher Frac Intensity Plays(1)

Duvernay

Montney

Deep Basin (Hz)

2,500
Attractive economics continue to
drive drilling and production
forecasts

The Montney continues to be a
highly coveted resource play in
the WCSB

2,000

1,500

1,500

2025E

2024E

2023E

2022E

2021E

2020E

2019E

2018E

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2025E

2024E

2023E

2022E

2021E

2020E

2019E

2018E

2017

2016

2015

2014

--

2013

-2012

500

2011

500

2012

1,000

2011

1,000

2010

Wells Drilled

2,000

2010

Production (mboe/d)

Duvernay

2,500

1 – Slide Notes

> ACTIVITY EXPECTED TO CONTINUE TO INCREASE IN KEY CANADIAN PLAYS
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INCREASING PROPPANT INTENSITY
Proppant Intensity Per Well by Play(1)(2)

Increased Sand & Increased Production(1)(3)

MT Per Horizontal Well

Average MT per Well vs. Average Production Rate

- Indicates Source is a leading proppant provider to this market

Alberta Montney

8,000

Montney
(Avg. of Top 25%)

6,000

Well Production - Max
Day Rate (30-Day
Average)

7,000

Tonnes
MetricMT

BC Montney

1,500
1,250
1,000
750
500
250

~3,000 wells over 8 years

-Duvernay
Permian

5,000

Eagle Ford

--

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

Average Proppant per Well (MT)

▪ Positive impact on production rates continuing to

drive proppant intensity higher across North
American plays

4,000

3,000

Montney

▪ Canadian plays have historically lagged proppant

intensity trends established in key
U.S. plays

2,000

▪ Leading Montney operators indicating 6,000 to
Deep Basin

1,000

7,000 MT per well in 2018 type well estimates
▪ Duvernay continues to track leading U.S. plays

0
2013

2014

2015

2016

> PROPPANT INTENSITY IS INCREASING IN KEY CANADIAN PLAYS DRIVEN BY IMPROVING WELL RESULTS

1, 2, 3 – Slide Notes
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INCREASING CANADIAN DEMAND
Equity Research Consensus

Estimated Canadian Proppant Demand(1)
9.0
Consensus Range

Consensus Average

8.0

Million Metric Tons

7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

-2013

2014

2015

2016

> WCSB PROPPANT DEMAND FORECAST TO INCREASE BY ~20% IN 2018

2017

2018E

2019E

1 – Slide Notes
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SOURCE’S HIGH QUALITY CUSTOMER BASE
E&P Companies

Service Companies

Multinational E&P
Company

Other Companies

1 – Slide Notes

> SOURCE’S CUSTOMERS ARE LEADING UPSTREAM AND ENERGY SERVICE COMPANIES THAT ARE
DRIVING PROPPANT DEMAND IN THE WCSB
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OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

SOURCE’S INTEGRATED, FULL SERVICE MODEL

Mining &
Processing
▪ Northern White

resource base (>151
mm MT)

Rail
Shipping
▪ Fleet of over 2,600

railcars (leased)
▪ Unit train capable

Transload
Storage
▪ Owned and operated
▪ Largest WCSB network
▪ Over 5.7 mmtpa of

▪ 3 Closed-loop wet

loadouts (~100 cars)

plants and 3 dry
plants

▪ CN origin-destinations

throughput capacity
in WCSB

▪ Only Source railcars in

▪ Terminals are purpose

▪ Annual production

capacity of 4.8 mmtpa
▪ Strategically located on

fleet – does not manage
customer railcars

built and operated to
service the 24/7 needs
of oilfield customers

Canadian National
Railway Network (“CN”)
> CAPTURING VALUE THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE DISTRIBUTION CHAIN

Delivery
▪ Logistics team

manages third party
trucking companies to
coordinate deliveries
▪ Active dispatch

monitoring to minimize
load times and preloading of trailers
▪ Captures additional

margins for logistics
services

Wellsite
▪ Sahara provides

capability to ship and
store inventory directly at
the wellsite (four units
growing to eight in 2018)
▪ Reduces noise, silica

dust, and congestion at
the wellsite
▪ Source field solutions

team provides wellsite
logistics and quality
control
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INTEGRATED MODEL MATCHES PRODUCTION
AND DEMAND
Quarterly Volumes Sold (MT)

1,400,000

Current capacity of 4.8 mmtpa with
Weyerhaeuser expansion completion and
Preston acquisition

Quarterly Production Capacity (MT)
WCSB Market Share(1)

1,200,000

1,000,000

35%

34%
26%

800,000

20%

Blair Acquisition

600,000

400,000

Commodity Downturn

Initial
Ramp-Up

200,000

-Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total: 727,213 MT

Total: 821,482 MT

Total: 832,435 MT

Total: 1,902,106 MT

> GROWTH DRIVEN BY CUSTOMER DEMAND FOR INCREASING AND RELIABLE SAND SUPPLY

Q1
2018E
1 – Slide Notes
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SOURCE’S STRATEGIC IN-BASIN DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Source Terminal Service Area(1)
(100km Radius Around Each Terminal)

Key Upstream Operators

Ft. St. John Region(2)

Taylor
(pending)

Chetwynd

Wembley

Grande
Prairie
▪ Source terminals are
Fox Creek

Edmonton

Edson

strategically located for
liquids rich play
development

▪ New Chetwynd and Fox

Creek Terminals fill the
gap in the footprint
▪ Increasing drilling activity

▪ Majority of WCSB proppant

usage is within 100-kms
of a Source terminal

and proppant intensity in
key plays fueling continued
increase in demand

Red Deer

Estimated over 5 mm MT of proppant placed
within 100 km of Source terminals (2017)(1)(3)
1, 2, 3 – Slide Notes

> SOURCE’S TERMINAL & STORAGE NETWORK IS IN THE HEART OF WCSB PROPPANT INTENSIVE ACTIVITY
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SAHARA, NEXT GEN WELLSITE SAND SYSTEM
Proven Operating Results
To Mar, 2018

Units

39,800

hrs

Number of Pad Locations

73

pads

Total Wells Completed

320

wells

7,758

stages

1,208,000

MT

Operating Hours

Zones Completed
Total Proppant to Blender

3
4

Technology Comparison
Large
Small
Capacity Footprint

5

Minimized
Less
Truck
Dust
Roster











Pneumatic
Silos

/

/





Box/
Container

/



/



Traditional



Sahara







1

Trailer
Flexibility

2
1.

SAFER: Lower ambient silica exposure for wellsite



2.

FASTER: Unloads 25 ton truck in 12 minutes



3.

COMPACT: Vertical design

4.

FLEXIBLE: 4 mm lbs. storage capacity in 12 bins

5.

INTEGRATED: Control from truck to blender
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2018 CAPITAL SPENDING PROGRAM & ADDITIONAL
LONG-TERM GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
Capex (Historical & 2018E Guidance)
Using midpoint of
guidance ranges

Sahara / “Last Mile” Solutions
▪

$56
~$9-$12 mm
mine
development
activities

$51
$45
$39

~$10-$15 mm
Sahara
(4 units)

~$15-$20 mm
production
facilities

$6

▪

Currently 4 units in fleet; another 4 units expected to be
commissioned in 2018

▪

Opportunity to deploy additional units across the U.S.
(Permian, NE U.S., and Rockies)

Current / New Play Development & Expansion
▪

~$10-$20 mm
terminal
expansions

High margin, unique growth opportunity – no comparable last mile
solutions in the WCSB

Operators increasingly focusing on high potential, unconventional
plays in Montney and Duvernay
▪

▪

Emerging plays attracting significant capital – early results in East
Shale Duvernay showing competitive economics & significant
proppant intensities (~4,000 MT / well)(1)

LNG Canada
▪

Momentum continues for LNG Canada – Shell looks to FID the
first major LNG project in Canada
▪

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018E

Source customers (Encana, Seven Generations, and a
multinational E&P) have a prominent presence in these plays

40-year license in place to export up to 1.344 (2) tcf of natural
gas annually
1, 2 – Slide Notes
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

FINANCIAL RESULTS
Sand Sales (000s MT)

Revenue ($mm)
Increasing pricing and volume due to industry fundamentals

+53% YoY

1,902

+132%

$330

2,125

$153
420

414

510

557

643

821

832

$64

Q1-17 Q2-17 Q3-17 Q4-17 Q1-18E 2015

2016

2017 Q1-18E
LTM

Adj. Gross Margin(1)(2) / MT ($/MT)

$289

37% CAGR

$69

$81

$105

$139

$75

Q1-17 Q2-17 Q3-17 Q4-17 Q1-18E 2015

2016

2017 Q1-18E
LTM

Adj. EBITDA(1) ($mm) and Adj. EBITDA Margin (%)
Low fixed cost structure supporting continued margin expansion

$44

$42
$32
$27

$57

$45
$33

$32

40% CAGR

$37

$19

11%

13%

$7

$9

18%

17%

20%

$14

$13

$21

$44
17%

$22
15%

($8)

15%

(5%)
Q1-17 Q2-17 Q3-17 Q4-17 Q1-18E 2015

2016

2017 Q1-18E
LTM

Q1-17 Q2-17 Q3-17 Q4-17 Q1-18E 2015

2016

2017 Q1-18E
LTM
1, 2 – Slide Notes

> CONTINUALLY INCREASING FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE & MARGIN EXPANSION FROM INDUSTRY ACTIVITY /
PRICING & SOURCE’S FLEXIBLE COST STRUCTURE
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REVENUE & COST BREAKDOWN
FLEXIBLE / VARIABLE COST STRUCTURE SUPPORTS MARGIN EXPANSION
2017A
($000s)

Revenue
Sand Sales

$228,403

Wellsite Solutions

$54,912

Terminal Services

$6,183

Total Revenue

$289,498

▪ In addition to the production of sand, costs
include railcar leases, as well as freight
▪ Increases in freight costs are passed down to
the customer, which provides certainty when
projecting future cash flows of the business
segment
▪ Railcars are under multi-year contracts, on a
staggered basis, which allows for flexibility
with changing industry activity
2017 Sand Cost Breakdown

Cost of Goods Sold
Sand

Cost of Sand

$171,512

Wellsite Solutions

$48,588

Terminal Services

$5,827

Other Income
Total Cost of Goods Sold

Rail Car
Lease Cost

33%

61%

Freight Costs
6%

-$225,927

▪ Wellsite Solutions include trucking and the
Sahara business unit
▪ The Sahara business is expected to continue to
produce high margins as operating costs remain
low after the units are built (~18 month payback)

> CONSIDERABLE CERTAINTY AROUND SOURCE’S COST STRUCTURE WITH COMMITTED CONTRACTS AND PASSTHROUGH EXPENSES
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SOURCE’S HIGHLIGHTS
1

Fully-Integrated Low Cost Supply Chain

2

Contracted, Recurring Revenue

3

Attractive Proppant Market Fundamentals

4

Strong Balance Sheet

5

Proven & Innovative Management Team
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SLIDE NOTES
Slide 5 (Source’s Highlights)
1)
Based on consensus estimates provided by brokers that
have published Canadian proppant demand forecasts in
2018 (as collected on April 2, 2018) and Source’s 2017
actual sand sales volume.
Slide 6 (Evolution of Upstream Drilling)
1)
Average well depth and % horizontal per geoSCOUT.
Slide 10 (Our History)
1)
Based on consensus estimates provided by brokers that
have published Canadian proppant demand forecasts in
2018 (as collected on April 2, 2018) and Source’s 2017
actual sand sales volume.
2)
See “Non-IFRS Measures” and related reconciliations in the
MD&A.
3)
Normalized adjusted gross margin represents adjusted
gross margin plus sales mix impact of mine gate sales and
the impact of the Preferred acquisition inventory being
recorded at fair value.
Slide 13 (Drivers of Increasing Proppant Demand)
1)
Increase in fracture stages per well calculated as the
average number of fracture stages pumped per well in 2017
divided by the average number of fracture stages pumped
per well in 2013, based on data provided by geoLOGIC
Frac Database.
2)
Figures represent capital expenditures of major operators,
including Advantage Oil & Gas Ltd., ARC Resources Ltd.,
Athabasca Oil Corporation, Bellatrix Exploration Ltd.,
Birchcliff Energy Ltd., Bonavista Energy Corporation, Crew
Energy Inc., Encana Corporation, Kelt Exploration Ltd.,
Leucrotta Exploration Inc., NuVista Energy Ltd., Painted
Pony Energy Ltd., Peyto Exploration & Development Corp.,
Seven Generations Energy Ltd., Storm Resources Ltd.,
Tourmaline Oil Corp. and Paramount Resources Ltd. The
potential level of aggregate capital spending by these
operators for the periods indicated is based on publicly
available guidance released by each operator, where
available, or research consensus estimates (compiled via
FactSet). These figures are as at the date collected and
actual results may differ materially.
3)
Based on consensus estimates provided by brokers that
have published Canadian proppant demand forecasts in
2018 (as collected on April 2, 2018).

Slide 14 (Diluent Demand Enhances Canadian Shale
Economics)
1)
As per the AER as of March 2018.
2)
As per CAPP 2017 Crude Oil Forecast.
Slide 15 (Key Canadian Plays Are Growing)
1)
As per Wood Mackenzie key play reports: Deep Basin
(March 2018), Duvernay (August 2017), Montney (March
2018).
Slide 16 (Increasing Proppant Intensity)
1)
Proppant intensity per well in Canadian plays defined as the
average amount of proppant pumped per well, by play, in
the indicated year based on data provided by geoLOGIC
Frac Database. Proppant intensity per well in U.S. plays
defined as the average amount of proppant pumped per
well, by play, in the indicated year based on data provided
via Wood Mackenzie North American Well Analysis Tool as
accessed on April 20, 2018.
2)
The “Avg. of Top 25%” shows the large subset of Montney
wells that are fractured using significantly more proppant
than the average Montney well. The Company believes this
represents the trend in the market toward higher intensity
fracking.
3)
Markers represent annual average MT of proppant placed
per well vs. maximum average 30-day production rates
(2010-2017) based on geoSCOUT production data and
geoLOGIC Frac Database proppant data.

Slide 22 (Source’s Strategic In-Basin Distribution Network)
1)
Source: geoSCOUT, geoLOGIC Frac Database; Catchment
area defined as including all horizontal wells drilled within a
100 km radius of Source’s terminals. Fort Nelson and
Lampman terminals are not included due to lower activity
levels.
2)
Fort St. John region based on a 100 km radius of the city of
Fort St. John.
3)
Proppant placement reflects the aggregate average
proppant placed per well by select formation grouping
(Cardium, Duvernay, Montney, Spirit River, Viking and
Other). Averages per grouping may vary due to an
incomplete dataset as proppant volumes are not publically
available for all wells in the Source catchment area.
Slide 24 (2018 Capital Spending Program & Additional LongTerm Growth Opportunities)
1)
Source: geoSCOUT, geoLOGIC Frac Database.
2)
Based on National Energy Board license approval letter filed
on January 7, 2016.
Slide 26 (Financial Results)
1)
See “Non-IFRS Measures” and related reconciliations in the
MD&A.
2)
Adjusted gross margin is calculated as revenue less cost of
sales; excludes cost of sales – depreciation and depletion.

Slide 17 (Increasing Canadian Demand)
1)
Based on consensus estimates provided by brokers that
have published Canadian proppant demand forecasts in
2018 (as collected on April 2, 2018).
Slide 18 (Source’s High Quality Customer Base)
1)
Customers listed not exhaustive.
Slide 21 (Integrated Model Matches Production and Demand)
1)
Based on consensus estimates provided by brokers that
have published Canadian proppant demand forecasts in
2018 (as collected on April 2, 2018) and Source’s actual
sand sales volumes.
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